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Congratulations to Jessie Munro for her outstanding success in 
·winning the overall pri ze at the Mon tana book award ~ for Tiie S tory 
ofSuzamie Auber/ (Auckland University Press and BrJdget Will iams 
Books, 1996) ~ · 

HERITAGE NEW ZEALAND - A GOOD THING FOR HISTORIANS? 

Some of you may be aware of the restructuring proposals of the Department of Internal 
Affairs (DIA) into various groupings. One of the proposed groupings is 'Heritage New 
Zealand', comprising the National Archives, the Dictionary of New Zt>aland Biography, 
the Historical Branch, and the Heritage Proper ty Unit (which administers war graves 
and monuments). PHANZA was one of a number of groups DIA invited to comment on 
the proposals, and PHA.l\!ZA representatives al<;o attended a meeting called by lhe Ar
chives and Records Association (ARANZ) to d iscuss the proposals. 

Whal is Heritage New Zealand ? Hcrihlge New Zealand draws together the vari
ous parts o f the Department which hilvc an interest in history and heritage, includ ing 
archives. The Department of internal Affairs provided us with a d iagram showing the 
structure, and we produce that below. A General Manager, Heritage New Zealand, would 
bt! in charge of the b'TUUping, and this person would report directly to the Seaetary of 
Internal Affairs. DlA is in the process of making this appointment. The group itself com-
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prises a number of sections, as seen in the diagram. The Historical Branch, the DNZB, 
and the Heritage Property Unit would merge as one section, called History and Heritage, 
under a manager. National Archives, under the Chief Archivist, comprises another sec
tion. Product Development, under a manager, would have responsibility for finding and 
contracting new historical projects. DIA presents the new grouping as n wny of maximis
ing departmental resources, and developing relationships and initiatives between the 
various historical sections. 

A number of groups, notably ARANZ, have focused on the proposals from the 
perspective of National Archives (an apparent down-grading in status of the Archives 
and the Chief Archivist, a potential conflict with the An::hiv(.'S Act 1957 by removing d i
rect nccess by the Chief Archivist to the Minister). PHANZA also commented on the 
proposals from this perspective, but primarily focused on what the proposals could mean 
for history and historians. 

We outlined a number of points, in a meeting and subsequent correspondence with 
DIA and, jointly with the New Zealand Historical Association (NZHA), in a letter to the 
Minister of Internal Affairs, Jack Eder. 
(1) PHANZA has urged: the retention of all grant schemes and resources (Awards in 
History and Oral History, Grants to Publishers, Fellowship in Maori History) currently 
administeri?d by the Historical Branch; the retention of a professional and highly quali
fied historical, research and editing group within the st.>ction History and Heritage; the 
retention of the functions of the Historical Branch in producing history of government 
activity; the retention of th.:! advisory functions of historians and editors within DIA, and 
at no public cost; and the rdcntion of an historian of high standing as the Manager of the 
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History and Heritage section. DlA has since assured us the services currently provided 
by the groups will not be affected. 
(2) PHANZA alc;o ac;ked for clarification of the relationship between the Product Devel
opment Unit (which seeks out new projects) and the History and Heritage section (which 
will tender for and complete those projects). We are concerned that a section which is 
dedicated to initiating new work opportunities may squeeze independent scholars out of 
the market. DIA currently focuses on government-related history and has not assumed a 
sustained role in other areas of work where free...lance scholars function. We have asked 
DIA whether projects created by the Product Development Unit will be contracted solely 
to the History and Heritage section, or whether independent scholars will be able to 
tender for the work. 
(3) Our ability to comment on the proposals has been constrained by the lack of informa· 
tion supplied by DIA Heritage New Zealand miU:'. carry benefits for historians, and mi)'.. 
lead lo exciting developments for historical work (dependent on sufficien t resources). 
Without greater detail than that provided in the above diagram, we really cannot say 
whether Heritage Nt'w Zealand will be a good deal for historians. 



FROM THE EDITORS 

Welcome to all new PHANZA members 
We now have nenrly 90 members up and 
down the coun try- good growth for such a 
young organisation. You will have a ll re
ceived our new-loo k application forms. 
Pass these on to your friends and fellow 
researchers who have not joined up. 

1his issue of Phanzine has a special 
fOCU5 on publishing history, a subj1,_><:t of in
terest to most of us. The following articles 
run through the publishing process, from 
editing to reviewing. PHANZA executive 
committee member Adrienne Simpson sur
veyed several publishers on their approach 
to New Zealand material, and she presents 
their views here. She also givl.$ a personal 
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list of books members might find helpful 
in their writing. Other writers take us 
through various steps of the publishing 
process. Anne Else and Anna Rogers, both 
writers and editors, offer perspectives on 
the sometimes vexed editing process. Chris 
Maclean outlines some of the major issues 
involved in self-publishing. Long-time re
viewer Gavin McLean provides tips on get
ting booh reviews, and gives SQme timely 
advice for writers being reviewed. This is
sue also con tains the finding5 from the fees 
survey we did earlier in the year. The ma
terial has been useful for us on working 
towards a guide for fees, which we will in
clude in the next newsletter. As usual, we 
welcome all feedback, and are alw ays 
p leased to receive contr ibutions for 
Phanzinr. 

Two writers and rd it ors provide S<J/1/f' usl'jul points for authors working through tile editing proc· 

'"· 
Annr Else has e:rtmsive experience as a writer and editor. In 1993 she edited Women Together: 
a hi-.tory of Women's Organisations in New ?.ealand: Nga Ropu Wahine o le Motu, which 
inoo/Vt'd co-ordinating and editing the work of more tlian 120 contributors. 

As a writer who is also an editor, I find it hard to go through the editing process. I know 
just how strongly most writers feel about their work - particularly when it's so often a 
Jabour of Jove, rather than a com.mcrcialcnterprisc. But I alc;o know that editing is abso
lutely essential, no matter how expcricnred the writer is 

What does a good editor of non-fiction do, exactly? S/hc has two main rules. The 
first is to provide a neutral, distanced overview of a piece of written work. The writer 
inevitably becomes too closely involved to be able to do this. Secondly, the editor takes 
charge of the text detail· all those maddeningly little things that writers are apt to over 
look in the heat of composition. When I'm writing. l always star t off with the best of 
intentions, but by page 23 I am much too busy wrestling with the content to worry about 
whether it's 'World War II' or ' the second world war', or where the hyphens go. 

Herc's an outline of the editorial process, based on the one l drew up to explain the 
editor 's role for contributors lo Women Together: 

The editing process is designed to ensure that: 
- the work is the appropriate length; it contains all the necessary information; there is no 
unintended repetition; it makes sense; ii reads dearly and flows as easily as possible, 
while preserving the author's own style of writing; the argument is consistent; the struc· 
lure works well to present the material and argument, and enhance understanding; the 
layout works effectively to show the structure, and is consistent; there are no errors or 
inconsistencies of facl, proper names etc; the formal details of the text ilre consistent, eg 
spelling etc; the rcfen.'f\ce system is satisfactory, works well, and is consistent through· 
ou t. 

The process varies according to the project and the context ('house' editor or free
lance, publishing process, time and funds available). Because Womm Toget/1er was a large, 



multi-author p roject, I and my sub-editor, Ali Carew, had to make sure we followed a 
consistent process for each contribution. Here's an adapted version of what we told con
tributors about the process: 

\II/hen your draft comes in, the editor will: 
( l ) Give it a first reading and raise anythings/he wants to discuss with you in rela tion to 
content, approach, or sources. It may also be shown to others <it this point for their com
ments. A second draft may then be requested. 
(2) Edit the draft in detail. 
(3) Either: list all the queries for you to reply to, then incorporate your replies in the 
edited draft; or (partkufarly where the work is short) send back the whole edited draft so 
that you can check it and respond to editorial queries. 
(4) Take in your replies to produce the final edited text. 

Of course, this ideal process frequently breaks down or requires extra steps. A great 
deal depends on the author's handling of both the manuscript and the editing- and the 
editor's handling of the author! You can make as much fuss as you like in the privacy of 
your own office about the right place lo p ut a comma - and so can the editor; but it is 
highly unprofessional for either of you to throw tantrums to each other, in person or on 
paper. 

Editors can'tbe expected to spin straw into gold, although sometimes they do work 
miracles with an appalling haystack of a manuscript. Conversely, you have every right to 
complain if you feel that your editor is doing either far too much, or (more common 
these days) far too little. There is a huge difference between good editing and mere proof
reading. 

CARING ABOUT COMMAS: BOOK EDITING 

Arma Rogers is botlr a professional book-t'ditor and an author. Her most recent book, A Lucky 
Landing: the Story of the Irish in New Zealand , was pub/is/red by Random House in 1996. 
This article originally appeared in lhe industry magazine Booksellers' News hi March 1997 and 
is reprinted here by permissi(}t!. 

Geoff Walker, publisher at Penguin Books, identifies six qualities that are needed particu
larly by in-house book editors. Number one is care· '&ii tors must bring a perfectionism 
and a precision to the job. They need to care deeply about the last detail, to be excellent 
proof-readers'. Instinct comes next, 'a feel for grammar and the l11nguage, but not neces-
sarily a technical, formal knowledge'. Then there's organisation - 'editors need to be won
derfully efficient' - and empathy: 'Authors often need their hands held, in various ways. 
The good editor is sympathetic and understanding, a good pal.' 

Number five on the list is writing ability, 'a huge advantage' in turning out, quickly, 
good copy and blurbs. The last quality, for Geoff, is toughness: 'The effective in-house 
editor is able to recognise commercial realities, know when to say no, how to cut comers 
and save costs when necessary - and can sell that to the author '. 

AU editors work differently, but the general approach is probably the same. First, 
read the manuscript thoroughly - maybe even twice - to see what the book is all about 
and to get the feeling for the author's stylistic habits, his or her ability to spell (or other
wise), the clarity and coherence of the writing and so on. Maybe the editor has a pencil in 
hand at thU; point, to note possible problems in the margin or scribble a suggested re
phrasing. 

Then, un]C$$ there are big changes needed, in which case the author must be con
s ulted and decisions made about rewriting or cutting, it's down to the nitty-gritty. Either 
on screen or, more commonly, on hard copy · many editors find it difficull to sense the 
shape and feeling of a book when it is scrolling past th,..m on a computer SC1'.'(.'t\ - the 



editm wo•ks thm,gh th• m•n,~npt, fi~ng "P 'P'lhng m•st•k.,, comcting O• •mpmv-1 
mg punctuation, rephrasmg awkward sentences, w;itching for repeated words, watching 
out always for potential factual mistakes. 

The last area is a tricky one. Although, after a number of years, an editor builds up 
a storehouse of somf!times weird and ofu.'1\ p<."Cufutr knowledge that is, nevertheless, 
extremely useful (particularly for Trivial Pursuit!), he or she can't be e)(pected to know 
everything about the subject of a certain book. But suspicion is all · sometimes a distant 
bell of unease will clang and the editor will ask the author about a date or a place or a 
name. It's always better to ask, even iI the author is correct. 

Publishing houses differ in their approach. Some send the edited manuscript (on 
hard copy) back to the author with an y queries so tha t these can be checked and the 
author can see what the editor has done. Some publishers prefer to send the author a 
'new' edited version of the manuscript off the computer, which the author can check 
agains t the original to sec what editing changes have been made 

Once, after editing was finalised, the manuscript w as typeset from scratch and then 
long sheets of galley proofs were produced before the final page proofs (the same size as 
the finished book) appeared. Now, technology means that almost all manuscripts a rrive 
on disk and hard copy, so that only inputting of editing cha.nges is required rather than 
complete setting. And the design of the book. with the final typeface and running heads 
and page numbers and picture p lacements, is all there on the first set of proofs. 

These are read by the author and by a professional proof-reader • sometimes the 
editor, sometimes someone else. The mistakes each finds are combined on to one set of 
proofs, which then go back to be corrected. This final set is read again as a final check 
before printing begins. 

FROM THE PUBLISHER'S VIEWPOINT 

To manyaut/1ors the taskof fimiinga publisher often seems more daunting than the actual writing 
process. With this in mind, the PHANZA committee rrcrnt/y drew up a p11blishm' q11Ntion
naire. The aim was to find m1t what particular aspects of New Zealand history were moot likely to 
attract a publislier's interest, haw publishers pnferrtd to bt approad1td by prosptdivt authors 
and what factors might tell against a book being accepted for publication. The q11estionnairr was 
sent to a represent alive selection of seven NZ publishers, ranging in size from big multinationals 
lo small independents. Two comJHlllies, Godwit Publislii11g and Hazard Press, did 1101 reply. 
PHANZA is grateful to Tim Chamberlain, Publisher at Exisle P11b/ishing Ltd, Ian Walt, P11b
lislieral HarpeTCollfos Publishers (New lea/and>. Barbara Uirson,Managing £ditorofLo,,gacre 
Press, Geoff Wa/lcer, Publishing Director for Penguin Books (NZ) Ltd, and Wendy Harrex, Man
aging Editor of the University ef Ot11go Prn;s for their helpful answers to the questionnaire. 

Interest in N ew Zealand History 
Three of the publio;hers approached expressed a strong commitment lo publishing books 
about New Zealand history. Even the two companies that did not, Longacre and Exislc, 
were not averse to considering historical material. As Barbara Larson of Longacre p ut it· 
'We like to publish good books tha t excite us.' Exisle has a specific interest in natural 
history and also an ongoing series of h istorical biographies, 'New Zealand Lives - The 
People who sha.ped the Nation'. 

Ian Watt of HarperCollins believes ' there isa growing popular interest and market 
for good books on historical subjects' and Geoff Walker notes that Penguin has 'recently 
made a dc.'Ci5ion to increase our publishing output in NZ history.' 13iography, autobiogra· 
phy and material on the southern part of NZ or the Pacific region are favoured by Ota go 
University Press and Wendy Harrex cites 'bringing to light previously unpublished works 
from the past (cg Travels in Oceania)' as a special interest. HarpcrCollins does not con-



centratc on particular fields of history and is willing to consider most genres, including 
biography, war history and women's history, although 'regional history is difficult, as the 
market will probably be limited'. Penguin also have a general interest in New Zealand 
history, with a particular leaning towards women's, pre-1850, Maori and race relations 
material. 

Finding Books and Authors 
All five publishers commission material to fill what they see as specific gaps in the mar· 
kel. Similarly, all discuss and refine new book ideas with their regular authors. But all are 
very willing to consider submitted ideas from new authors. 

Approaching a Publisher 
First a cautionary note. It is seldom worth writing your book before you contact a pub
li<;her. Although lim Chamberlain says that approximately ten per cent of the books pub
lished by Ex:isle have resulted from receiving an unsolicited manusaipt, this figure is 
exceptionally high. The other publishers gave success rates for unsolicited manuscripts 
ranging from two per cent to nil. 

All agree on the way they like to be approached. The initial material they expect to 
receive from a prospective author with a book proposal i.<>: 

(1) an introductory Jetter, giving brief details of the book <ind its intended or target mar
ket. 
(2) information on the author, showing their qualifications and experience for writing the 
book. This can be included as part of the introductory letter or in the form of a brief CV. 
(3) a dearly presented outline or synopsis of the book in not more than two or three 
pagC!S. 
(4)acontentslist. 
(5) examples of potential illustrations/photographs. 
(6) A sample chapter or an example of an alread y published piece of the author's writing. 

The Next S tep 
If a publisher likes a submitted idea, s / he will usually carry out some market research 
before deciding to go ahead. Sometimes an cxtemal expert opinion will be sought about 
the project or the author. The potential market will be investigated and checks made to 
ensure there are no books on the same topic already available or about to be published. 

If all is well, the next s tep is usually a Jn(.>eting between the author and the pub
lisher, at which the project ls discussed in detail. The publisher may fee.I the proposal 
needs reshaping if it is to succeed. (Some projects founder at this point, although most 
inexperienced authors are happy to accept guidance). Once discussions have been held 
and mutual agreement reached - and provided the publisher feds confident that the au
thor is capable of seeing the project through to a conclusion - the more formal stage of 
setting up a contract and agreeing on deadlines, length of text and so on takes place. 

Commercial Constraints 
All the publishers stressed how important it is for a book to be commercially viable. 
Gocxi scholarship is essential for a book on NZ history, but an overly academic tone or 
style of presentation can adversely affect the chance of acceptance because publishers 
know it will tend to turn off the ordinary, non-specialist, book buyer. 'Scholarly but ap
proachable' seems to summarise the general attitude. 

Assuming the writing quality is satisfactory and the author's scholarly credibility 
not in doubt, there arc still factors that can make the difference between a book being 
.-.cccpted or rejected for publication. One is length. The longer a book, the more expensive 
it is to produce and the higher the selling price. High prices restrict sales. All the publish
<'!rs surveyed considered long books a problem - indeed Otago University Press likes its 



publications lo be no more than 250 pages in extent. Unusually high illustration or pho
tography costs can also be a deterrent. 

Marketability is undoubtedly a key issue. Ian Watt says that 'Strong competition in 
a particular subject area might make !HarperCollins) hesitate to proceed' . Very special
ised texts, with a limited potentia l market, are always marginal since books that scll 1200-
1500 copies or less arc often not viable for a commercial publisher. 

A final constraint can be the length of time taken to deliver a completed manu· 
script. As Geoff Walker puts it, 'A publisher might hesitate before contracting a book that 
might not be delivered for three years ... . Thc market might change in that time. Or some
one else might write ;:i similar book'. 

Publishers' Choice 
All those approached were asked to detail some of their recent or forthcoming books on 
New haland history. The answers ind icate the great range of books in this field being 
published today. 

Barbara Larson of Longacre Press singled out Shona Dunlop MacTavish's Leap of 
Faith: the Lift of a Dan ctr, an autobiography which she described as 'a dramatic and heroic 
story'. 

Tim Chamberlain of Exisle Publishing Ltd picked The Wake of t/1t In~u/d as a 
book that 'hit a number of d istinct reader markets - sailing/maritime, NZ History, non
fiction adventure, genea logy. Also important was the fact that the book could be sold 
further afield than NZ (i.e. UK. Canada, USA, Australia, S.E. Asia) and that we could do 
a co-«lition (with McGill-Queen's University Press)'. 

Foreign c~itions (in Canada and the UK) were also a factor in HarperCollins' 
forthcoming publication of a book about Norman McLeod and his Scottish followers 
who settled in N ew Zealand in the last century. As Tan Watt points out, the author, Neil 
Robinson, is the leading New Zealand authority on the subject. In August HarperCollins 
will publish Kippenberger 'a biography of the New Zealand World War II commander .. 
' written by Glyn Harper. This was accepted on the very positive recommendations of 
severa l le;iding military historians, and also because we perceived a market for the book.' 
A 'gap in the market for an accessible gener<1l illustrated history of New z.eaiand suitable 
both for the general and educational markets' led to thecompanyconunissioning Edmund 
Bohan's recent New Zealand: the Story So Far. 

Forthcoming books from Ota go University Press include an autobiography by Syd 
Cormack with Joanna Orwin, Four Gmtratio11s From Maorido, Brian Easton's ill Stormy 
Stas: tht Post-War New Zca/1wd Economy and a book on the Fiji l'ublic Service Association 
entitled To Labour with the State, by Jackie Leckie. Among recent publications, Wendy 
Harrex mentions Tom Brooking's LJmds for Ille People 

According to Geoff Walk.er, o riginality was the ft:ature that drew Penguin Books 
(NZ) to Anne Salmond's Between Worlds, a sequel to her 7tw Worlds. It will be published 
later this year. James Bclich's Maki11g Peoples and its sequel, which is scheduled for pub
lication in 1998, were commissioned 'because we s;iw the need for a major new single 
author overview of New Zealand history.' Also h orn Penguin are The Rich by Stevan 
Eldred-Grigg, which Walker describes as 'an anecdotal, very readable account of the very 
wealthy in New Zealand through the years' and God's Farthest Shore by Michael King -
'an illustrated social history of Catholics in New Zealand, to be published this year. Some 
one should have done this book years ago!' 

SELF-PUBLISHlNC: SOME THOUGHTS 

Tht risks of publishing and selling your own workaregrtat, b11I so art the rewards. Seeing your 
book prod11Ccd as you envisaged it, and the e11pJwria thnt comes wit/I a book tllat stlls well, are 
more than worth the effort. There are, huwever, a few pitfalls for tlU' 1mwary. Chris Maclean, wllo 
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has published and sold several of l1is own books and is WQrking on another, slwres sume thuughts 
onselfpublishing. 
Self-publishing has often been seen as the resort of those whose literary efforts no pub
lisher would consider; 'vanity publishing' was the way a journalist described it to me. 
There is some truth in this but it ignores the value of the many family and community 
histories, as well as the many books of poetry. which would never have reached the pub
lic if it were not for the determination of their authors. 

In the last d ecade, sel!-publishing has become more common because the wide
spread use of personal computers has made it relatively inexpensive; it is now possible to 
w riti!, design and print a modest book at home. At the tup end of the market, memorable 
examples (which were not produced at home) include Craig Potton's Limestone Landscape 
{1987) and Ralph Keam's T11rawera (1988) which set new benclunarks for this genre. It is 
no accident that these books, and others like them, have a strong visual content, for per
haps the most significant advantage of self-publishing is that it allows the author lo de
cid e on the standard of design and presentation. Many a writer has tales of compromises 
enforced by parsimonious publishers. Sclf-publishing offers autonomy - but at a high 
price. 

If you publish yuur own work you pay for all aspects of its production: manuscript 
expenses {photos, reproduction fees etc), d esign and layout, printing and binding. There 
is also the big decision of how many copies to print. Finally, the great day arrives: your 
book is complete. The world awaits it with excited anticipation! Well, no; you have to 
take it lo them. There's the launch (which you organise and pay for), the send ing of re
view copies to appropriate newspapers and magazines, and a round of media in terview s 
(which you a lso have lo arrange). Heady s tuff! This might seem to be the end of it all. In 
fact the hardest part is just beginning. It is one thing for a desk-top enthusiast to produce 
a book, but quite another to sell it. Marketing requires a different kind of ability from 
being a g!XKi author. 

Not all self-published works, of course, are intended for sale. Some are given away 
or have limited distribution within a family, ethnic group or conununity. But for those 
that are for sale, the first visits to bookshops can be traumatic. This is the moment of 
truth. Not only must you have the courage to approach strangers and extol the virtues of 
your own work, b ut you also have to be able to take the knockbacks - and keep going. 
What helps l<i absolute faith in your own work. 

It is in these first encounters that any flaws in your marketing strategy will become 
apparent. Decisions made, perhaps years earlier, may now seem faulty. If the subject is 
too specialised, i f the retail price is too high, if the margin you offer booksellers is too low, 
or even if the cover or size d on't appeal to them, they will not buy the book. Titis can be 
an unhappy time if you have 3000 copies at home and have extended the mortgage to 
pay the printer's bill. 

To see your book in a window display or have a tall stack on thetablc justinsidethe 
front door of the bookshop is the ideal, but that takes a lost of sales and a clear marketing 
strategy to achieve. Even if bookshops do express interest, initial orders arc likely to be 
small fora book has to prove itsclflx!foreit is ordered in any quantity. Again, you are the 
one who takes the risk. Astute booksellers minimise their risk by asking for 'sale or re
turn' while still requiring the same margin as for a 'firm sale'. A desperate decision on 
your part may later be regretted, for the initial terms of trade will define your long-term 
relationship. 

Let's be optimistic. Your book is well received. People talk about it. It sells w ell. But 
there are still a few hurdles ahead, for you have not yet been paid. As in all businesses, 
there arc some reluctant payers including, perhaps, a chain of bookstores that d elighted 
you with a big order, but are painfully slow in sending a fat cheque. In the worst scenario, 
lhe chain collapses, leaving you, iln unsecured credito r, at the bottom of a long list of 
creditors· but you sti.ll have to pay your bills. And then there's CST, income tax, and 
provisional tax to pay. 



To be aware of these pitfalls, a writer thinking of self-publishing is wise to visit a 
number of bookshops before writing a word. Is there a market for your book? While book
sellers should never be seen as arbiters of literary merit, they are often both knowledge
able and experienced. Their advice on how to present and sell a book is invaluable - and 
froe. 

SELF HELP 

Adriemre Simpscn offers suggestions on !ISeful sourcts of advice for those seeking publication. 
Sell help manuals are a growth industry these days. so it is hardly surprising that there 
are sev~ral dealing with how to write a book and get ii published. The most basic guide 
of all is Write and Be Published by Ann;i Rogers (Reed, Auckland 1994), a short and 
snappy compendium of basic information, written from a NZ perspective and particu
larly clear about the sequence of events that takes place after a book is accepted for pub
lication. It has some great cartoons too! 

Producing a saleable idea and finding a publisher prepared to consider it is some
thing of an art form. Two books that offer good advice are: Gordon Wells, Die Successful 
Author's Handbook (Papcrrnac, London 198.3) and Instead of Full Stops: a Guide to Writing 
and Publishing N1fi-Fidicm edited by SuSiln Sellers (The Women's Press, London 1996). 
Both cover the whole process from initial idea to finished publication and have a 
commonsense, positive approach. 

Publishers' addresses (together with some idea of their specialities) can be found in 
the current edition of New Unland Books in Print or in John Parsons' The New Zealand 
Writer's Handbook (David Bateman Ltd, Auckland 1994). Be warned that publishers merge, 
disappear, or change focus all the time, so it is important to double-check before making 
the first contact. Parsons' book is slanted towards writing for newspapers and maga
zines, but has useful chapters on contracts, copyright and taxation. It also has an appen
dix giving proof-reading symbols - as does the Wells book mentioned earlier. Even if you 
provide copy on disk, you will invariably find errors on the proofs and you will need to 
correct them using the right symbols. Paula W;igemaker 's Getting Into Print: Preparing 
Manuscripts for Publication (GP Books, Wellington 1990) is a standard guide to these and 
other technical points such as bibliographic citationS, footnotes and quotations. If you 
want to know what all the technical terms used in publishing and printing mean, and 
have a detailed guide to the p resentation of copy, there is a new book just out - Write, 
Edit, Print: s tyle manual far Aolearoa/Ntw Z£alnmf, AGPS in association with Lincoln Uni· 
versityPress, 1997. 

If you cannot find a commercial publisher, you may consider self-publication. Titis 
is not a dirty word. Some excellent, specialised. non-fiction has been published this way. 
For all you need to know (and a great deal you don't) Michael Woodhouse's How lo 
Publish Yourself (Elephas Books, Carlisle W.A. 1990) is a good recommendation. There is 
also succinct but practical help in Gavin McLean's Local History: a Short Guide to Research
i11g, Writing and Publishirlg a Local Histury (Bridget Williams Books/Historical Branch, 
Wellington 1992). However, the strength of McLean's book is the excellent advice it con
tains on researching a topic and organising the resulting material. Forget the 'local his
tory' aspect • any historian aspiring to a first publication will find this slim volume use
ful 

Of course, the number of New Zea.land historians able to make a living from the 
books they publish can probably be counted on the fingers of one hand. Pcrhnps we 
should all give up the struggle and invest in a copy of James N. Frey's How lo Wrile a 
Dam11 Good Novel (Papermac, London 1988) instead . 



IVE US OUR DAILY BREAD - RE
IEWING HISTORY IN THE DAILY 
A PERS 

Gavm Mcl..tlln /1as reviewed history for 11U1ny 
years, and offers some tipsaboul bookpromcr 
lion and the process of reuiewlng 

I have been reviewing fiction and non-fic
tion in the daily newspapers for almost two 
decades. I may even have brtn the swine 
who gave- your last decade's painstaking 
work 75 words in a six-to-a-column 'note' 
for the Post or the Oddity. If so, please bear 
with me while l exceed by 150 words our 
Phanzilli! editor's request for 350 words on 
reviewing. 

A review is your cheapest advertis
ing. Sure, you may spend $10 worth of book 
and another couple of dollars on postage, 
but the review space, perhaps a sixth of a 
page, would cost a conventional advertiser 
$500-$1000 to buy. In other words, it's a 
better gamble than l-Otto 

Newspapers and journals are no t 
obliged to review your book. The Evming 
Post has room to note or review just one in 
every four of the 2000 books sent to it each 
year. Odds are that Stephen Jay Gould, Alan 
Duff or Stephen King will have priority. If 
the paper cannot review your book, don't 
ask for it back. That's petty, and the book 
will have been given away /sold/lost in the 
pile/ propping up the editor's screen any-
way. 

If your book is of national interest, do 
not overlook the larger provincial papers. 
lnvercargill or Tauranga p apers will oflen 
give you good coverage (Penguin/Hodd er 
salespeople, please take note). Most papers 
give preference to books about subject mat
ter in their circulation area. Sadly, good pic
tures will help get good placement. If you 
write a history of a local society, include a 
short 1-2 page cover note, emphasising the 
local ' angle'. Keep your immodest claims 
about your book shorl and at least halfway 
believable. Every one of those 2000 Post 
books is accompanied by someone's guff 
about 'a novel for our times' or a history 
that 'challenges preconceptions about XXX'. 
Book editors become battle-hardened to 
author/ publishers puffery and except in the 

trashiest of suburban newspapers, we ras
cally reviewers won't lift your 'puffery' 
anyway, so save time and a tree. 

Never, ever suggest a 'suitable' re
viewer. Goering wasn't asked to select the 
jury at Nurcmburg. 

Get the review copy to the paper well 
before it appears in the shops; don't over
look the m.•ws part of newspapers. 

Once the review appears, stay calm 
Hopefully the poor sod given 1-2 weeks to 
read and write his/her thoughts about your 
book will have loved it. If s/he declared it 
the literary equivalent of Mad Cow Disease, 
d on't write in to complain. Academic ex
changes may be OK for the NZJH, but re
member that in daily papers, the review is 
as much a piece of entertainment as infor
mation. Reviewers are encouraged to have 
an opinion and, as anyone will tell you, a 
'bad' review is preferable to no review at 
all. Do you really want to wind up buried 
in the letters page alongside someone com
plaining about dog poo on the footpath? 

Finally, if you really still nurture evil 
thoughts towards the reviewer, remember 
the old Chinese advice that revenge i.s a 
dishbesteatencold. lnacountry this small, 
one day, somewhere, you lrill meet your 
reviewer /sit on a grants body / review him 
or her. Then it's up to you to decide how to 
behave. 
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HOW MUCH ARE YOU WORTH? 

A couple of months ago PHANZA sent out 
to all members a confidential Charges Sur
vey form.Many thanks to lhc40ofyou who 
took the time to complete the form, and to 
those who provided extra comments. We 
have collated the results of the survey, and 
present the broad findings here. We will 
continue to work towards a guide for set
ting fees, which we will release in the next 
issue of Phat1zit1t', once we have done a lil
tle more research. We won't be attempting 
to set hard and fast 'rule~· about what mem
bers should be charging for their services 
(as some members have thought); there are 
too many variables in terms of qualifica
tions, experience, type of contract etc to be 
able to do !Nt. Instead, we'll o ffer a guidr: 
that membcrsean use to help them set their 
fees for various types of contract. At this 
stage, we welcome any feedback on the 
general survey results. 

PHANZA periodically gets requests 
from members and employers asking how 
much researchers, historians and editors 
should be paid. Our answers hawnonn<illy 
been based on our own experiences: what 
we are paid, and what we know others to 
be paid. 11ris Lo; hardly a reliable guide to 
the profession more generally! We decided 
that surveying members would give us a 
better idea of the various charges across the 
profession. Some of you had trouble an
swering the questions, and suggested that 
!hey were too vague or meaningless to be 
ab le to answer sensibly. We tried to k~p 
the questions reasonably general so that we 
could identify some broad trends in the 
level of fees, the conditions under which 
fees would change, and the position histo
rians held in relation to some other profes
sions. More specific questions which pro
vid ed for a ll eventualities would have 
meant a survey form of five pages. We 
d idn't think we'd get many responses if the 
fonn were that length; we know that you're 
all busy people! 

General results and conclusions 
Rather than bore you all with the detailed 
results of the survey (apart from the fees 
regime), we are just p roviding the general 
trends that were evident. You can write to 

us to obtain a full breakdown if you wish. 

• Charges: we asked you to indicate your 
basic (CST exclusive) rate on an hourly, 3 
monthand annualbasis. Wehaverounded 
the figures to the nearest dollar {or 100): 
BA (Hons): the average hourly rntt was $35, 
with a rangcof$14-$45; theaverage3monlh 
ratewas$16,800, and theaverageann11t1l rate 
was $37,300, with a range of 531,000 -
$45,000. 
MA: the average hourly role was 527, with a 
range of $14 - $75; the average 3 mfJJ1fh rate 
was$12,300, and thcavvagean11ua/ mfe was 
$39,800, with a range of $25,000- $45,000. 
PhD: the average hourly raft was 552, with a 
range of $20 - $80; the average 3 month rate 
was $12,300, and the averagea11nual mle was 
$53,000, with a range of S35,000- 572,000. 

Those of you who edit, generally 
charge higher fees than for research and 
writing. The 11verage ho11r/y editing rate with 
a BA (Hons) was $45; the average ho11rly ed
iting rate with an MA was$25, with a range 
of $15 - 560; the 11verage hourly editi11g rale 
with a PhD was $50. 

We were su rprised to sec h igher 
hourly and 3 month rates for BA (Hons) in 
comparison with MA, and PhD in some 
cases. These figures mask the experience o f 
the researcher, of course, but we were a lit
tlecon.cemed to see that people with an MA 
(and the training that has gone w ith it) were 
charging (or getting) $14 an hour or$25,00J 
a year. That yearly fibrure does not compare 
well to the average wage. Experience,rather 
than qualific.:ition is likely to be the key in 
setting the bask rate for editing work, but 
wewel\' still concerned to see the lower end 
of the scale here for some editors. 

How do these figures compare with 
the salaries paid by the various historical 
institutions and employers? We asked a few 
agencies to give us salary r anges. ¥.re are 
not always comparing like with like here, 
but the figures provide a general indication 
• Waitangi Tribunal: Research Officers 
(preferably MA in History or Maori Stud
ies) in the general range of$30,00J- $40,000; 
Senior Research Officers, with some mana
gerial duties, are in the general range of 
$40,000 - $;0,000. 
• Office of Treaty Settlements: Senior His
torians up to $56,000 (partly thanks to 



PHANZA's efforts which helped push up 
the level from a maximum of $48,000) 
• Historical Branch: Historians {MA but 
preferably PhD) in the general range of 
$40,000 - $52,000; Senior Historians are in 
the general range of $52,000 - $65,000. 
• Univcrsitks: Lcctun:rs (preferably PhD) 
in the range of $42,500 -$51,500; Senior Lec
turers in the range of 553,500 - $74,000 

What conclusions can we draw from these fig
ures? 

Setting fees is always difficult, and 
needs to take many things into account. 
What you think you arc worth often bears 
little rcli!lionship to what you i!Cluillly get 
al the end of the day. &.me of you com
mcnh .. 'CI that you would like to charge more, 
but knew that the fees would not be ac
cepted in the marke t place. This is, of 
course, the perennial problem. Historians 
are professionals, and need to be paid as 
such. We need to convinct.> cmployeB of 
both of these thing.-;, but we also need to 
convince ourselves and charge fees which 
arc couunensurate with our skill levels and 
expertise. We suggest tha t you keep the flex
ibility you currently display in setting your 
fees, but make sure that flexibility is tem
pered by the professional skills and com
petencies you bring to your work. 

At this s tage, we would suggest that 
those charging $14 or 515 an hour for their 
bask S<?rvices have another look a t their 
charging regime. If you are a free-lance 
scholar, that hourly rate has to cover many 
things: holiday pay, sick leave, inco!TW! and 
provis ional tax, ACC levies, superannua
tion perhaps. It may take into account your 
lunch hours and coffee breaks, travel costs 
and so on. Some of you are very kind
hearted, and reduce your rate under vari
ous circumstances. By the time all of these 
things are taken out, your S15 an hour 
d oesn't give you much return. Your survey 
forms indicated that some of you are very 
experienced, both in terms of qualifications 
and research. Remember that low rates also 
help to drive down the minimum bench
mark fib'Ure for everyone. We suggest that 
you think about upping your basic ra te . 
Ideally, we'd like to :>ec you charging closer 
to the averages for starters, but we realise 
that ii is not always possible. 

• Determining rates: we asked for the most 
significant factors in deciding your basic 
ra te. Most of you emphasised the impor
tance of lenb'1:h of research experience, rel
evant research exper ience, and publica
tions. 
• Changes in foes: we asked you to indi
cate the circumstances under which you 
would either increase or reduce your fees 
The results indicated that you are flexible 
in setting your fees, and take into account a 
range of variables which drive your basic 
rate up or down. Most of you increase your 
fees if the work is particularly complex and 
if you arc working as a consultant or for a 
film or television company. Most of you 
would also increase your fees i£ you were 
working for lawyers, or if the work was 
short term. Reducing fees was less common, 
although most of you would reduce your 
fees if you worlred for a voluntary organi
sation, worked on Maori land claims, or if 
the work was lung krm. 
• Comparison with o the£ professional 
groups: we asked you to indicate whether 
historians should be paid more than, less 
than, o r the same as other professional 
groups. The question was designed to give 
us an idea of where you thought historians 
were positioned in terms ofother jobs. Mo:;f 

of you thought historians were worth more 
than school teachers, librarians, copy-edi
tors, and considerably more than labourers 
and bank stnff. Most of you thought histo
rians were worth the same as lawyers. None 
of you thought historians were worth more 
than medical doctors; less than, or the same 
as medical doctors was the common re
sponse. 

A few uther points came up. Some 
members asked if they should be taking into 
account morning and afternoon ka breaks. 
We think that you should include that type 
of thing (along with lunch hours etc) in set
ting your basic level. A5 we noted above, if 
you are self-employed, your S has to cover 
all the things that salaried folk take for 
granted. Other members asked about charg
ing fees for one-off events, such as special 
k>ctures or ralks. lime is money if you arc 
self-employed, and a lcctureoruilk will take 
you time to prepare. We would like to sec 
you getting paid for such work- because it 
is WO£k. Your basic hourly rail' would give 



~. gu•dc on who! you oould be oh•<g 
I ~ul you'd nooo to , .,.,p >Omo flc~bil-

INTERVIEW: JACK PERKINS 

ity here as well. We'll include something on 
this in the fees guide in the next Phanzine. 

Tony Nightingale recently talked to Jack Perkins, producer and some-time presenter of SPEC
TRUM, National radio's /ong-rum1it1g series that itmestigates New ?.ea/and's peoplt, social his
tory, character and humour. SPECTRUM is now O'IKT 25 years old, and there have berm nearly 
1,000progmmmes. fack Pl'Tkins and former lung-time producer, 
Alwyn OWen, are the two most closely aSS«iated with the pro-
gramme, and they collated a book of historic.al interviews which 
was a finalist in tire 1986 WattW.S Book Award. M1my of their 
programmes have an overl historical fems, while a consider-
abll.' 1111mberare naw themselves archival references of what New 
Zealanders were in the nineteen/11 and twenlielh centuries. 
Publication rnn take m1my fonns, but many historians have 
te11ded to consider only written publications prestigious. Luck-
ily, human communication is dive~ and s11ch a narrow evalu-
ation of public<11ion has been ch<1Jlengcd. Thert ilrt many sig-
nificant presentations in the fonn of film, televisio11, and radio, 
and incrtasingly cyberspace, that are an important part of 
historiography. 

jack Perkins talked aboul history wilhi11 SPECTRUM, aOOul 
5ellf>ra/ programmes of particular historical interest, and aOOut 
how radio places denumds on and challenges for researchers. 

On john A. Lee, Men of the Brolld Arrow, SPO 85 1md SPO 86 

TN We mentioned earlier the John A. Lee example. He was a well known person 
but you took him and p ut him in certain situations. 

JP That is a technique which we tended to p ioneer a bit in radio. We also brought in 
certain technical things w hich were not used ;mywhere else in the world as far as we 
know. This technique - television had to use ii - you can't show pictures without going 
out onto the site. But radio can use it too because ... you are looking for a whole range of 
triggers. You are not just looking for the sound, the background sound that you will hear 
when you ... take John A. Lee into Mount Eden jail, as wc did, or into parliament. You arc 
looking for all other kinds of stimulants - lhe triggers of memory ... .lt is not facts and 
figure rad io. It is feelings radio if you want to put it in a nutshell. So what you arc want· 
ing Lee lo do is lo re-live, to remember, and have the whole feeling of what it was like. 

TN What is his connection with Mount Eden jail? 
JP He was in in 1912 or 1913 for allegedly stealing a pair of boots. I don't know 

whether he even stole them. 
TN He came up through the industrial schools so it would not be totally out of 

keeping, if you like. 
JP Well, he was in Dunedin and he did various jobs, and l forget the actual detail 

now .... He was sentenced to something like 18 months - ii was fairly minor · but this 
meant that he went into Mount Eden jail and then he was a good enough prisoner that he 
finished his sentence on North Hc<ld, white-washing the tunnels - Russian scare sort of 
stuff .... That programme was in two parts. It was Mount Eden jail, and then on North 
Head, and there were two nice half hours. So what we were looking for, was for to use 
those vtmues to stimulate Lee- not just for Lee to talk about what he did - but the whole 
kd. 



TN In fact, in some ways to stop Lee from talking, because Lee was very good at 
taking a conversation off on other directions. 

JP Sure, but then you get another dimension when you start to introduce these 
techniques. T can s till remember the sheer joy he had when he went to North Head. He 
hadn't been there for sixty odd years. Even when he was an MP and all the rest of it. He'd 
walked around Auckland, but he'd a lways been too busy. He had never gone up onto the 
Head and recalled what he remembers as a teenager. And remember the enormous stimu
lus that would occur when you had suddenly been released from jail and you went out 
onto the top of this hiU and see Auckland- as akid -and hc wa::;n'tmuchmorethan a kid, 
a youngster - and thut was enormously powerful memories. 

TN And taking him back at that age, because as people get older, often theiT long
term memory gets very powHful. 

JP He talked about the sheer magic of seeing the scow sweep down the harbour. 
And what happens, there is a quality in the voice when people start re-living like that -
it's not just facts and figure history- there is almost an element of poetry comes into it. 
Especially with someone as good as Lee was with words and the whole kind of vigour 
and feel - and that is what good radio is. 

TN That was also good history. 
JP Yes, I guess it is, but. .. evcn though we were aware of the historical value we were 

aware of the radio value to a general audience who listen to the wireless for half and hour 
on a Saturday/Sunday morning- I think it was Saturday in those days. 

On Ma'8aret McNabb 'a Social Diseases Nurse', Girls of the Silver Dollar, SPO 543 

TN One of the ones that stands out Ui my mind ... i.s the programme you did on the 
!Sexually Transmitted Diseases] nurse in Wellington (during World War II) 

JP That was Margaret McNabb. She had to track down women with VD - but nol 
the men of course. 

TN The lovely thing was that in terms of d ass ... she sounded very 'Rangiruru' o r 
Christ's College. 

JP I can't remember exactly, but very middle class. 
TN The contrast between that and the women she was dealing with said a lot .... You 

could hear a lot about her values and attitudes. 
JP l would be somewhat suspicious when l talked to someone like M;irgaret McNabb 

and found a strong kind of modem feminism coming through. It could be that one was 
out of their time, but probably not. It is more likely that while they had a sympathy for all 
kinds of things, [they] were women of their time. 

TN So that in telling her story it is important that it is her story. 
JP I certainly wouldn't want any overlay. Inevitably you are going to get some -

tha t's the nature of oml evidence and human behaviour, but what you want is them to be. 
That is why I use this term 're-live'. I don't want them to re-establish from their position 
now. I want them tore-live it now, with the fecl from the time and the values of the time. 
That is so important, l.'Specially w ith older people I think there is - quite apart from the 
historical value to it- there is a strong interest from the listeners' point of view in what is 
(now) anachronistic. 

/ ack on w hat makes good radio (and history) 

It is topics w here you can tease out all the frustration, joy, anger. It is all those human 
emotions that somehow attach in. You can'td ivon:e facts and figures altogether, but there 
is an underlying quality all the time and what you arc looking to bring out. .. .lt is not just 
a matter of whether someone wore sack cloth, but how they bloody felt about it. II is the 
indignity. 



We tend to communicate here (with the heart) and radio is very good at that. This is 
m y theory and it might be crackpot, but the first thing we ever know is the word. Even 
the most illiterate person can talk. .. .!! is a basic thing from the very earliest memories we 
have. Writing and reading is an overlay - a learned, intellectual process. But not talking 
and listening, because it is the first communication with mother and child. 

On the role of SPECTRUM 

Someone has said to us that we arc 3.5 much anthropologisl<; 3.S we are historians. Now, I 
don't think we are historians at all but we are radio p roducers ... The value is the spin-off 
side. V\.'e are dealing with Live people and the range of human memory. In the very early 
days of SPEcrRUM we did go back to Turnbull Library, looking at documents and get
ting actors to read out of newspapers - the feature approach (beyond human memory). 

Personally, I think that thi<; kind of radio should continue, if for no other reason 
bee.a use the advances in technology you hilve now .... More and more people sit in studios 
talking to the world outside, via wme kind of electronic link phone etc, and that is going 
to increase, because we are not all that far away from having not just a mobile phone, but 
a mobile microphone, sat in the studio .... If you look at National Radio, it is a news and 
current affairs flagship and ii will always be so. We are the garnishing - the softer 
areas .... Thc thing is, if we were not there, National Radio could be open to being nothing 
more han an intellectual done of the privates .... The day when we do nothing more than 
them could be a tragic day. That is when someone will say 'Why should we be funding 
Iha! crowd with public money when they are no different ?' ... Things like SPECTRUM are 
what make it different. No one e lse is doing ii. None of the privates .. 

The SPECTRUM ca.talogue can be obtained 1'y sending $5.00 to Replay Radio, PO Box 123, 
Wellington. SPO numlxrs refer to the Spectrum aitalogue. 

NEWS AND NOTES 

• RNZAF Museum Trust Board Study 
Award 1997: the aw<1rd is made to encour
age research into New Zealand's military 
aviation, New Zealanders' participation 
with other air forces, and any other subject 
within the sphere of interest of the Museum. 
The award is usually given as a grant to 
cover travel, acconunodation and research 
expenses, and maybe up to$5000. Further 
information and application forms to The 
Director, RNZAF Museum, Private Bag 
4739, Christchurch. Fax (03) 343-9533. Ap
plications dose on 15 August 1997. 
• Ca//sforpapers: 
Australian and New Zealand Law and His
tory Society Conference (in collaboration 
with the Canadian Law and History Asso
cialion), 3-5July1998, Melbourne. Theme -
Empires/Colonies/Legal Cultures. Ab
stracts and brief cv by 31 December 1997to 
Diane Kirkby, School of History, LaTrobe 
University, Bundoora, 3083, Victoria, Aus-

tralia. Fax 61 3 9479-1942. Email 
Diane.Kirkby@latrobc.edu.au 
Australasian Victorian Studies Association 
Conference, 4-7 February 1998, University 
of New England, Armida le, NSW. Theme -
endings. Abstracts by 30 September '997 to 
Cathy Waters, Department of English and 
Communication Studies, University of New 
England, Armidale, 2351, NSW. Fax 61 067 
732-623. Email cwaters@metz.une.edu.au 
• The Treaty Research Officials Committee 
(TROC) issues a quarterly report in which 
it updates progress on research claims. The 
report has been publicly available at Na
tional Archives and should be available 
from all Treaty resean:h org<misations. 
• Statistics New Zealand have set up an 
advisory committee on the fate of actual 
census documents, pa rticularly those col
lected as part of an agreement between 
National Archives and Statistics New Zea
land to be held for historical release after 
100 years. Ch3.rlotte M3.cdonald of Victoria 
University of Wellington is representing the 
NZHA and historians 



• NOHANZ (The Oral Hi~tory Associa
tion of New Zealand) held a very positive 
two-day conference at Waikato University 
31 May-1 June. The conference entitled 'To 
live is to Remember: Making Sense of the 

PHANZANEWS 

• Congratulations lo PHANZA members 
on b<x:>ks being published, awards made, 
ach ievements recognised: Susan 
Butterworth, Quality Bakers New Zeala11d, the 
first 25 years: a New Zffi/and commercial ad
vrnture (Auckland, 1997) was recently pub
lished. Jessie Munro won the cultural her
itage section of the Mont;ina Book Awards 
with her book The Story of Suza1111e Aubert 
(Auckland, Auckland University Press w ith 
Bridget Williams Books, 1996) and won the 
overall prize. Margaret Lovell-Smith was 
highly commended i n the J.M. Sherrard 
Award for 1996 in New Zealand regional 
and local history for her book Plain Living, 
High Thinking: Ille family story of Jennie and 
Will Lovell-Smith (Christchurch, Ped.more 
Press, 1995). Ellen Ellis has just completed 
a two-month period as Readers' Digest Fel
low at the Stout Research Centre, where she 
cont inued her work on New Zealand 
women and the Boer War. 
• We encourage new members to send in 
details of their research interests to share 
with o ther members. G lyn Strang~ of 
Christchurch focuses on educational and 
cultural history. He is currently writing a 
history of Christchurch's Llttle Theatre, and 
compiling biographies of Canterbury law
yers for the Canterbury District Law Soci
ety. He is the publisher at Clerestory Press. 
• In May the NZHA called a meeting of 
Wellington historical groups to explain 
NZHA's role for lhe period it resides in 
Wellington. The IItl'eting, which PHANZA 
representatives attended, allowed various 
groups including genealogist, archivist and 
historian, to meet and establish contacts. 
Particular results of the meeting were ap
proaches to government on the 
Births,Deaths and Marriage legislative 
changes and National Archives 
• PHANZA held n lively and well-attended 
seminar on funding on at the Stout Research 

Past Ma Nga Mahara E Whakahoki Mai 
Nga Wa 0 Mua', emphasised the record
ing of h istory of other voices and exam
ined the role of myth-making in memory. 

Centre in June. Rosemary Wildblood of 
Creative New Zealand and Emma Speight 
of Foundation of Research, Science and 
Technology laid out the criteria under 
which their organiS<Jlions funded historical 
work. The outlook for historians under OOth 
schemes was not particularly re-assuring, 
given that FoRST targets mainly team 
projects, and Creative NZ focuses on liter
a ry and biographical work. Members 
should still apply to both organisations, 
however. PHANZA is following up on the 
new FoRST criteria and will provide more 
information on these later. We have a pile 
of explanatory material on Creative NZ 
which we are happy to send to anyone who 
is inlct"('Sti::d 
• You will have all received your Guide to 
Historical Funding, which was colla ted by 
Adrienne Simpson and Fiona McKergow. 
We have received rome good feedback on 
this guide. We are continuing to collect in
formation on other sources of funding 
Additions to the funds listed should be for
warded to us, so that we can issue a further 
guide in the future. 
• You will have also received two pam· 
phlets from us, which were put together by 
Tony Nightingale, Dean Cowie and Gavin 
McLean, and designed by Geoff Norman. 
Further copies of both pamphlets can be 
obtained. We have blitzed libraries, muse-
wns and archives with membership pam
phlets, and have sent all and sundry poten
tial commissioning agents copies of the 
pamphlct'Whyyou needanhistorian'. We 
are contemplating p utting together a pack· 
age which would contain all you need to 
know on contracting/commissioning work 
fees, contracts, publishing, hiring histori
ans. This is likely to hea longer term project, 
and one for which we will require funding. 
The Lotteries: Environment and Heritage 
Fu nd seems the most likely source at 
present. We will keep you posted on this. 
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